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It is common knowledge that driving within all posted speed limits, helps increase 
safety, mitigate risk, and improve fuel efficiency – yet speeding continues to be 
one of the biggest challenges facing fleets.

Consider an alternative strategic reset that provides commercial fleets with 
distinct safety benefits and security features with little to no cost. SafeSpeed® is 
an intelligent speed limiter that restricts a vehicle’s speed to that of the posted 
speed limit. 

With a modest 1-2% improvement in miles per gallon, the monthly cost-to-savings 
ratio for SafeSpeed can be cash-positive month one. 

Our all-inclusive program includes hardware, installation, and training with $0.00 
down (OAC).
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Reduce Speeding, Risk and Operating Expenses



1-888-MAGTEC-0 (624-8320)

www.safespeed.ca | sales@magtec.com
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Safety Benefits

Security Features
Maintain control of fleet vehicles 24/7 anywhere with:

Access Control (optional):

 » Disables vehicle until authorized driver authenticates
 » Secures vehicle while left unattended and idling

Driver Panic Button (optional):

 » Enables driver to covertly send emergency notification to company of a serious incident
 » Helps mitigate adverse outcomes
 » Helps heighten driver/passenger safety

Remote Vehicle Disabling (standard):

 » Safely disables a moving vehicle during hijacking, driver impairment or erratic driving events

Limiting a vehicle’s speed to posted speed limits pro-actively helps:

 » Increase road and public safety     

 » Improve CSA scores by reducing speeding violations 

 » Provide drivers added time and space to react  

 » Prevent crashes related to speeding    

 » Prevent serious crashes, injuries, and fatalities  

 » Lower Workers Comp. costs for driver injuries  

 » Limit speed re: medical events pedal misapplications 

 » Lower legal and claim costs    

 » Lessen rental costs for out-of-service vehicle repairs 

 » Justify improved flexibility with insurance premiums

 » Improve driver safety and retention

 » Reduce new driver recruiting and training costs

 » Improve fuel efficiency 

 » Reduce carbon footprint

 » Lower maintenance costs (brakes, tires, collisions)

 » Reduce resources required to analyze speeding data

 » Reduce coaching resources required for speeders

 » Safeguard company reputation


